In the Ismailia Museum 1 is a block statue No. JE 37185 2 of a certain @r, who was the son of Jy-m-ḥtp and Kr-hb. This statue has not been published previously 3 , It was found by Legrain in the Karnak Cache 4 on 4/6/1904. Now, this object is stored in the magazine of Ismailia Museum in a good state of preservation, except for some shattering in the palm of the left hand with his elbow. The wide back pillar and the front of the statue keeping complete inscriptions, except the last line on the front. the present study will discuss the statue, the scenes and the inscriptions that carved on its surface.
General Description
Registration numbers: JE 37185: Sr 4/6/1904: K. 382 Dimensions: The statue: Height: 35.5 cm,
The base: Length:13 cm, Width: 20 cm
The statue is in hard limestone, represented @r, seated in a squatting position, on a low square pillow and completely enveloped by a long cloak, exposing in shallow raised relief his crossed-over hands on the top surface of the cube which is formed by his folded body. The outlines of the legs are obscured, while the backs of the upper arms from slight bulges at the top of the cubic structure. his hands lacking wrists. His right hand is clenched in a fast, and display carefully detailed fingers, while his left hand lies flat.
The head is sculpted with meticulous attention to detail, capped by a wig that represented in a smooth and a flat topped form. its rounded ends rests on top of the rectangular back pillar, and reaches almost to the edges of his shoulders. The prominent-ears are represented pushing forward by the wig, its depiction is not well-detailed, but carved in an anatomically correct position on the head. The idealizing and fleshy face is round-shaped, placid, and full with a short section of beard attached to the chin, sinking into the surface of the cube. The almond-shaped eyes are conventionally represented, the eyeball is slightly protruding and the cosmetic outline is represented in raised relief and stretches across the broad face, surmounted by similar carved arched eyebrows. The smiling-mouth is thick-lipped and narrow 1 . The owner sits on a rectangular base devoid of inscriptions. The entire front of the cloak, down to the toes, is covered by nine rows of inscriptions, above which is a adoration scene displaying two engraved figures of Ji-m-Htp and his son @r, who sit on the left with both arms raised in the traditional attitude, facing right to Theban trinity and behind them carved standing person, all of them receiving the adoration of the father and his son.
The inscriptions above the head of Amun-Re who wearing a crown with two tall plumes rising from a base and holding reads:
Imn ra nb pt (h) It is generally felt that the title implies its holder was a married woman, this title is found so frequently on almost every funerary stela, see Ward, Index of Egyptian administrative and religious titles of the 
Back pillar (Fig.2)
The back pillar bears two framed columns of writing continuing on the slightly damaged base: GM 45 (1981) , pp. 57), which is written usually in GR period, it is refers to building as the seats of gods, (Wilson, A Ptolemaic Lexikon, 1237) , also see Feancois-Rene Herbin, "Trois Manuscrits originaux du louvre porteurs du livre des respirations fait par Isis (P. Louvre N 3121, N 3083 et N 3166)", RdE 50 (1999) , p. 174; Sethe, Amun und die acht Urgötter, 1929, 111-114. (b) The name of the mother here is probably reading mistake by Legrain and most likely seems to be tA Srit (nt) xnsw, see PN I, 369.19.
Htp di nswt n Imn ipt n iAt TAmt nTr aA anx (n) nTrw di .f qbHw …… nbw(t) prt-xrw kAw Apdw sn-Tr qbHw n kA wsir wn aA (n) pr nbw (n) Imn iry aAw n imn ii m Htp sA mi nn @r ir n (nbt) pr tA Srit (nt) xnsw mAa xrw

An offering that the king gives to Amun ope in Djeme
Genealogy
The family of the owner, his father, mother, brother, and his sisters can be probably reconstructed from the filiations provided in the inscriptions on our statue and that presented by the block statue of Ii-m-Htp son of PA-(n)-km and &A-Sryt-(nt)-xnsw from Karnak Cache, (Cairo Museum JE. 37181). The proofs that assert the connections between the two statues are the title "The doorkeeper of the gold-house of Amun" which holding by the father Ii-m-Htp on JE. 37181 and it is beared by his eldest son @r (the owner of JE. 37185), and most of the paleographic and epigraphic features are same in the two statues, which means that @r who is presented on JE. 37181, is the same one who has our statue, in order to illustrate that the one can quote the form that presented by N. Alzohary, ASAE 86, 131, and which is missing the name of the lady of the house Qr-hb, the wife of Ii-m-Htp and the mother of @r where mentioned in our statue: 
Date:
On the basis of the family of the owner, its stylistic, iconographic, epigraphic and paleographic details, The block statue of @r, who was the son of Jy-m-Htp and Kr-hb appears to be a typical statue of his father (Cairo Museum JE. 37181), which is probably dated to the reign of Ptolemy IV.
PA-di-xnsw (grandson)
PA-Sri-(n)-xnsw (grandson)
Ii-m-Htp (grandson) 1 The photos here are taken by the researcher himself in Ismailia museum, for better photographs of the texts see http://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/ Coulon E. Jambon, Egyptian Museum in Cairo.
